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For resolution is the prosecution's Urgent Motion for
Leave to Allow the Presentation of A ditional Witnesses dated
November2,2017.2 ~

1 Sitting as a Special Member per Administrative Or er No. 316-2017 dated September 13, 2017
2 pp. 282-286, Vol. V, Record .
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In its subject motion, the prosecution claims that the
possibility that Ambassador Josef Rychtar and Josef Husek
would appear before the Court was remote and uncertain
because both are residents of Czech Republic. However,
because of the efforts exerted by the Officeof the Ombudsman,
through the Department of Foreign Affairs, there is a good
chance that both will be in the Philippines in January 2018.
Thus, the prosecution prays that it be allowed to present
Rychtar and Husek as its witnesses to authenticate their
affidavits, marked as Exhibit A-19, which are significant and
integral in proving its case; and, consequently, it be given
additional settings to present said witnesses.3

Accused Vitangcol III opposes subject motion on the
following grounds: (1) Rychtar and Husek cannot prove the
charges against him; (2) in its Final Report, the National
Bureau of Investigation-Intemational Operations Division
(NBI-IOD)found that there was no ground to prosecute
accused Vitangcol because there was no evidence of his
involvement in the acts complained of by Rychtar; (3) the
Ombudsman has exercised her propensity for "selective
justice" when she herself issued a subpoena for Rychtar and
Husek to appear as their prosecution witnesses after accused
Vitangcol filed a petition for mandamus claiming that her term
as Ombudsman had already expired on November 30, 2012;
(4) one prosecution witness admitted that Rychtar and Husek
chose to cooperate with the NBI only; (5) while the pre-trial
order mentions the testimonies of Rychtar and Husek, the
same are hearsay and irrelevant; (6) the names of Rychtar
and Husek are not listed as witnesses in the pre-trial order;
and, (7) the presentation of additional witnesses would be
prejudicial to the rights of the accused because it will violate
his right to due process and speedy and impartial public trial.4

In his Comment/Opposition dated November 16, 2017,
accused Arturo V. Soriano argues that the names of Rychtar
and Husek are not among those listed in the Pre-trial Order
dated September 20,2017. While the Court may mOdifY~

3 at pp. 1-2, Urgent Motion; pp. 282-283, Vol. V, Record ~

4 pp. 295-305, Vol. V, Record / V V
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pre-trial order, the prosecution purportedly failed to show that
its non-presentation of Rychtar and Husek would result in
manifest injustice. He also argues that the subject motion is
not just a procedural matter because it affects his substantive
rights. According to accused Soriano, it is not necessary to
present Rychtar and Husek to "authenticate" their affidavits
because the said documents were acknowledged before a
notary public; hence, the same are public documents. Thus,
he claims that the prosecution intends to present Rychtar and
Husek not only to authenticate their affidavits, which allegedly
will be violative of his right to be informed of the nature and
cause of the accusation against him and to have speedy and
impartial trial. He further claims that if he knew that Rychtar
and Husek would be testifYing,he could have argued or cross-
examined or done other things differently such as with respect
to stipulations on certain facts and documents. 5

Accused Marlo P. dela Cruz and Manalo M. Maralit also
oppose the subject motion on the same ground that the names
of Rythtar and Husek are not included in the list of the names
of witnesses to be presented in the pre-trial order. They claim
that there is no valid reason for the Court to relax the rules
considering that the prosecution's failure to exert effort at the
earliest opportunity does not appear to be excusable. They
contend that to allow Rychtar and Husek to be presented as
witnesses would be manifestly unjust to them because they
agreed to some proposed stipulations of the prosecution with
knowledge that Rychtar and Husel will not be presented as
witnesses.6

The Court finds the subject motion meritorious.

Sections 4, Rule 18 of the Rules of Court provides:

Section 4.· Pre-trial order. - After the pre-trial
conference, the court shall issue an order reciting the
actions taken, the facts stipulated, and evidence
marked. Such order shall bind the parties, limit the trial

; pp. 310-315, Vol. V, Rew,d ~ rvI
• pp. 340-344, Vol. V, Rew,d ~....-b I
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to matters not disposed of, and control the course of the
action during the trial, unless modified by the court to
prevent manifest injustice.

This is not to say, however, that such prOVISIonis
absolute. It can be relaxed in the greater interest of justiceJ
Indeed, the pre-trial is primarily intended to make certain that
all issues necessary to the disposition of a case are properly
raised. The purpose is to obviate the element of surprise,
hence, the parties are expected to disclose at the pre-trial
conference all issues of law and fact which they intend to raise
at the trial, except such as may involve privileged or
impeaching matter.8

In these cases, the names of Rychtar and Husek are not
included in the list of the prosecution witnesses in the Pre-
trial Order dated September 20, 2017. To be sure, however,
the statements of both Rychtar and Husek were among the
documents enumerated in the Pre-Trial Order marked as
Exhibit A-19.9 The same documents were also attached as
annexes of the Judicial Affidavitdated September 13, 2017 of
Jesus Salvador, one of the prosecution witnesses.Io Clearly,
the accused knew about the affidavits/ statements of Rychtar
and Husek which were presented and marked during the
preliminary conference. Thus, the accused cannot
successfully claim that their presentation as prosecution
witnesses will cause surprise or violate their rights to be
informed of the nature and cause of the accusation against
them. In fact, the accused failed to point to any stipulated
facti s or document/ s in the pre-trial order which will
prejudice them should Rychtar and Husek be allowed to
testify.

Indeed, the prosecution must be given ample opportunity
to adduce evidence to prove its case considering that/7
7 People vs. Guzman, 513 SCRA 156 (2007)
8 Spouses Mercader vs. Development Bank of the Philippines, 332 SCRA82 (2000)
9 See Pre-Trial Order dated September 19, 2017; pp. 474-487, Vol. IV, Record
10 pp. 19-60, Vol. V, Record; pp. 9-12, TSN, September 20, 2017
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obligated to prove the accused's guilt beyond reasonable
doubt. Thus, in Go vs. Looyuko,l1 the Supreme Court held:

It must be emphasized that in a catena of cases,
the Supreme Court has reiterated the principle that the
matter of deciding who to present as a witness for the
prosecution is not for the defendant or the trial court to
decide, as it is the prerogative of the prosecutor. It
cannot be overemphasized that the trial court must
accord full opportunity for the prosecution, more so in
criminal cases, to adduce evidence to prove its case and
to properly ventilate the issues absent patent showing of
dilatory or delaying tactics. The reason is obvious: it is
tasked to produce and adduce evidence beyond a
reasonable doubt. 12

Insofar as accused Vitangcol Ill's argument that the
testimonies of Rychtar and Husek are hearsay and irrelevant,
the Court finds his argument premature as the intended
witnesses are yet to testify. Likewise, whether the
Ombudsman's act of issuing subpoena against Rychtar and
Husek amounts to a "selectivejustice" is not determinative of
the issue of whether the prosecution should be allowed to
present additional witnesses.

Further, to allow the prosecution to present both
witnesses would not violate the accused's substantive and
constitutional rights. They will be given the opportunity to
object to the questions propounded on them during direct-
examination of the said witnesses, confront and conduct a
cross-examination of the said witnesses.

WHEREFORE, the Court GRANTS the prosecution's
Urgent Motion For Leave to Allow the Presentation of Additional
Witnesses dated November 2, 2017, in the higher interest of
substantial justice and to prevent manifest injUS~

)OJ(11 537 seRA 445 (2007)
12 Go. Vs. Looyuko,
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Accordingly, the continuation of the presentation of the
prosecution witnesses is set on January 22 and 23, 2018 at
1:30 in the afternoon as previously scheduled. Necessarily,
the settings on January 15-18, 2018 are all cancelled. The
previous settings on January 24-25, 29, 2018, February 5-8,
12-15, 19-22,2018, March 5-7,2018, April 16-18,2018, all at
1:30 in the afternoon, are maintained.

SO ORDERED.
Quezon City, Metro Manila

~ARO~AJE-
Presiding Justice
Chairperson


